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Introduction 

Sound Connection’s London Early Years Music Network (LEYMN) was established in 2010 

in recognition of the need to provide support for all those delivering music making with 

babies and young children. As the network progressed it became clear that although there 

exists a wealth of evidence about the positive impact music can play in early childhood 

and beyond there is much more to be done to make a greater, sustained impact and to 

unify the community.  

We believe that to enable more high quality activities for the under-fives we need to support and 

encourage the workforce through training, networking, information and raised awareness.  

We identified a gap in the provision of both practical support and strategic advocacy; it is this that 

has shaped the role of the London Early Years Music Network. 

“Research continues to show that making music in the early years leads to better 

musicality later in life as well as numerous additional benefits for children and their 

families. 

 

Currently, the National Plan for Music Education starts at age 5. The quality and 

availability of musical opportunities for the under-5s across all settings (e.g. nurseries, 

children’s centres, community projects, private workshops and 

in the home) is variable. 

 

We want to bring about a culture-shift so that parents and carers feel comfortable 

and confident making music with their young children”1  

By offering a platform for reflection, sharing of effective practice and debate, we can support 

members’ progress, draw on their knowledge and skills, and share it with the wider sector. In doing 

so, the ultimate goal is to enable more young children to engage with music and reap the benefits.  

 

Networking as a solution 

By bringing together those with a shared interest, to create a community of practice has multiple 

benefits for those that actively engage in its activities. When you have a strong network, you have a 

support team—people you can turn to for guidance, advice or assistance. Together you can share 

best practices. You become as much a resource for them as they are for you. Networks can have a 

united voice whilst also supporting healthy debate and difference of opinion. For those working in 

early years music there is a need to create a strong community within the wider music learning 

sector and the larger picture of those working and caring for our young children. 

 

                                                           
1 http://network.youthmusic.org.uk/Funding/what-we-fund 
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LEYMN’s journey  

Forming 

Between 2008 and 2010 we explored a delivery model that paired aspiring early years 

music leaders with practitioners in early years settings. We wanted them to transfer 

skills and work towards embedding music making into the setting’s environment. The 

project was overseen by an expert music leader who could offer support and advice. 

We delivered this model in six settings and learnt much about the challenges and 

benefits from working this way.  

During this time we complemented our activity with regular discussions with early 

years music experts. We reflected on what we had learned and talked about similar 

issues that were being identified in other parts of the country. This knowledge allowed 

us to understand the challenges and needs faced by the sector. 

Our successful application for funding from Youth Music allowed us to launch the 

London Early Years Music Network and to see if our ideas could make a difference. Our 

initial plans were support a three-tier membership depending on experience with a 

group of nationally recognised experts designated as our core members.  

 

 

Expanding 

It was soon apparent that our vision for a three tier membership was not appropriate – 

it was unnecessarily complicated, offering nothing additional - so the two lower tiers of 

membership were amalgamated into a single, wider membership. We recognised that 

this group would have varying degrees of engagement with the network but as a 

minimum receive the regular e-newsletter. This wider community would continue to 

be supported by the core members. This structure has continued and is now working 

well.  

The LEYMN programme developed to offer: 

 training and workshops  

 conferences and seminars 

 information, advice and guidance 

 resources 

 case studies and research 

 projects and activities 

“(LEYMN) introduced me to a network of passionate people” 

(LEYMN Training Needs Survey 2013 response) 
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Core Network Members 

It is clear that the core network members are crucial to the success of LEYMN. The 

commitment and contribution made by our core network members increased steadily 

as LEYMN took shape and began to deliver its plans. The early meetings of the group 

spent time understanding what it was that we felt united us in our thinking and hopes 

for early years music making. This has emerged into an ethos which is embedded into 

all of the work produced through LEYMN. 

After the initial settling phase we formally agreed the role of the core network 

members and their commitment to the network. The ‘Terms of Reference’ and 

‘Membership Criteria’ were approved as important documents to reinforce and state 

our ethos. This ethos led to LEYMN’s aims.  

 

This core group meet quarterly to discuss challenges and to explore solutions. Many 

commented that they find these meetings inspiring and see LEYMN as a key body that 

is achieving solid results and its reputation is increasing accordingly. 

Ensuring that the core members actively contribute has been part of the success of 

LEYMN. It was clear that although they believed in the ethos and aims for the network 

they also needed something tangible for themselves. The opportunity to pitch for 

action research projects, case studies and to attend conferences as an advocate for 
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LEYMN Membership 2012 - 2015

Newsletter Facebook

“Thank you for a good meeting yesterday. We’re starting to be more open and to the point with each other. 
Really enjoyed that!! Thank you for leading so well and doing all the work for it. As well as being supportive.” 
(LEYMN member) 
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LEYMN were strong hooks that appealed. The outcomes of these activities always 

benefited the wider membership. 

Key areas identified for consideration and development: 

 Workforce development 

 Embedding music activity into settings’ offer 

 Campaigning the of value of early years music to wider music education sector 

and beyond 

 Profile raising LEYMN to encourage more membership – particularly those from 

cultural or early years sectors 

Stabilising 

LEYMN is now established as a voice in London for early years music, with a national profile 

through contributing to conferences across the country and drawing members from regions 

to our resources and CPD offer.  

 

We have a defined set of aims that the work of LEYMN is focused on achieving: 

 Improve the quality of music making for under-5s by developing the skills and confidence of 

those leading activities.  

 Increase the number of opportunities for music-making for under-5s, including embedding it 

into early years settings. 

 Raise the awareness of music-making and the role it plays in child development to a wide 

ranging audience 

 Link to national and regional music education strategies and bodies to further the embed 

into policy and practice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The annual conference brings together keynote speakers and inspirational case studies to 

share innovative thinking and approaches. 

 

 
“We have just had one of our Early Years Network Steering 
Group meetings and your name kept coming up – I believe 
this is a compliment to the work you have been doing at 
Sound Connections and your obvious wealth of knowledge! 
Your recommendations for a keynote speaker were also 
very positively received!” NYMAZ 
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Our programme is ever improving and evolving. We reflect on what has been working for us, 

and for others working in the sector. For Sound Connections early years has moved from a 

peripheral activity to one of our three core strands of work and is embedded into our 

strategic planning for the organisation. 

 

Our role in providing this network is now highly valued by those working across the music 

education sector:  

 

Achievements 

The success of the network is made up of many different elements combined to create 

a holistic and accessible support structure. LEYMN is proud of producing many 

important achievements that have enriched the sector and supported its members. 

From films to case studies, from annual conferences with innovative speakers to 

expert mentors, from bespoke Apprenticeship schemes to networking events.  

It is this wide offer that enables so many people to find something that meets their 

needs and creates a strong and effective network. By supporting the network to work 

together on tangible projects and tasks that can be shared and demonstrate impact is 

important – it provides a bedrock to build upon and provides material for a strong 

advocacy voice.   

 

What That’s Noise 

Our film ‘What’s That Noise?’ was an important early achievement for the network: 

 It allowed us to create a useful resource we believe  gives practitioners what they 

need in order to successfully support and extend music making in their settings 

 It provided an opportunity for core members to work together to shape and produce 

the film  

 It has continued to prove itself as an effective tool to introduce those from beyond 

the music sector to early years music making. It is a powerful way to show people 

what we are talking about 

 It has set the tone and attitude for all our work going forward 

“As a newcomer to early years music in London, I have found the 

networking opportunities, CPD and sharing of good practice and 

resources from Sound Connections - and in particular the London 

Early Years Music Network – invaluable. It is my first port of call 

when looking for news, information and support in early years music 

on both a regional and national level.” (Daisy Swift, Wigmore Hall) 
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LEYMN member Linda Bance wrote a supporting briefing paper and presented the film at 

one of annual conferences. She then went on to present the film to the Music Educators and 

Researchers of Young Children (MERYC) annual European conference at The Hague in July 

2013. Fellow delegates from Finland took a DVD of the film to share with their students and 

views on our YouTube channel continue to increase – 3964 at February 2016. 

 

Building a community of practice 

We have brought together people and organisations that have not previously worked 

together. This has included practical collaborations, new employment, shadowing 

opportunities as well as information sharing. The core members provide a compelling 

sense of trust so products and events produced through the network have a sense of 

endorsement from an expert cohort that the sector respects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Keeps me up to date with what is going on” 
(LEYMN Training Needs Survey 2013) response 

 

“It was useful to have people from such a wide range of backgrounds offering 

their perspectives and opinions.” (‘Breaking into Early Years’ delegate) 

 “[Excellent for]… trying to communicate to school management and staff the importance of   music” 

(YouTube feedback) 

“I think it's absolutely excellent. Well done.  The pace is quite slow, but I can see that it's about right 

for interested but not-yet-confident practitioners, and it give you time to think and reflect. Good 

work!”  

“[Excellent for]… trying to communicate to school management and staff the importance of music” 

‘What’s That Noise?’ delegate 

“I'm really pleased it has such nice examples of child-initiated music and play.  I'll certainly be using 

it on training days - it's so much easier to show these things than to just explain them!”  

“I really think that all Foundation Stage practitioners should see the film. It would have a great impact 

and remove many barriers to learning.”  (Facebook) 

“I love the film. Those nurseries look like wonderful places to be- great to see the children being so 

free.”  (Facebook) 

“A really stunning film, capturing those very precious free play moments. Congratulations.” 

(Facebook) 
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Attendees at our training events, seminars and networking events have commented on the 

value of being able to network with other like-minded people and create new links. 

 

We know from our data that the annual LEYMN conference is a key driver in building 
membership to the network. The months leading up to and straight afterwards see the 
highest increase. The opportunity to engage in something inspirational and informative 
face-to-face, and then for this continued support through the different communication 
networks, provides a holistic approach.  
 
We are committed to continue to understand the needs and opinions of the LEYMN 

membership. Our training needs survey in 2013 is one example of a formal process of 

collating feedback and one that we shall repeat again soon. Our social media presence 

through our Facebook group is another, informal dialogue. We know from participating on 

other pages that there is still potential for this to grow and become more interactive.  

Core offer 

By establishing a regular and consistent offer we have become reliable and trustworthy. A 

network that promotes itself as a support system must be there when its members need it. 

Our core offer of newsletters, Facebook group, annual conference, training sessions and 

library of resources provides a solid basis for additional activities and opportunities can be 

added to.  

 

We produce six newsletters each 

year to a growing audience of 

subscribers. The newsletters, share 

important news stories, training and 

employment opportunities and 

other events and resources. Of all 

the newsletters that Sound 

Connections produce and manage 

the LEYMN one has always had the 

Articles published: 

 Nursery World 2013 (Quality instruments) 

 Music Teacher 2013 (LEYMN) 

 Nursery World 2013 (What’ That Noise?) 

 Early Educator 2013 (What’s That Noise?)  

 Teach Nursery 2015 (Apprentice Training Scheme) 

 

“Will help with planning, resources, spontaneity – particularly with movement; reawakened 

my interest in music psychology. I’ll keep in touch with LEYMN to find out more about CPD, 

good practice, qualifications, and just meeting others …” (workshop delegate feedback) 

 

“I gained instant access to the heart of what I need right now to develop my practice through 

connecting with others and being guided towards supportive literature, new ways of doing 

things and being provided with other networks to support my ongoing development” 

(PlayDate attendee) 
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highest ‘click rate’ (the number of people receiving the newsletter email opening it). We are 

getting better at encouraging our partners to share their opportunities and offering more 

opinion pieces that reflect on current policies or initiatives and how they might impact or 

benefit our members.  

We established a Facebook group in 2012 and membership has steadily grown to over 300, 

a strong base that continues to attract new members. An independent review of all of 

Sound Connections social media presence highlighted the LEYMN Facebook group as a key 

strength whilst making further suggestions and how to improve engagement by the 

community. 

Projects 

Between 2012 and 2013 we provided core members with funding to investigate questions 

they have been contemplating. The proposals are pitched to each other at a meeting and 

those awarded the funding were selected by the group. Each project produced a report or 

resource that became part of the library of resources. Subjects covered have included: 

 ‘Can music improve vocalising in young children with language delay?’ 

 ‘Does music move?’ 

 ‘Enabling music environments’ 

 ‘Enabling young children with autism’ 

By offering this opportunity as the network was forming we provided core members with 

additional incentive to engage and participate as well as providing tangible resources for the 

wider sector. These resources continue to be shared within other forums when discussions 

touch on the specific subjects. 

The resource library 

Over the last five years an extensive library of resources has been built offering film, case 

studies, briefing papers and reports. The themes covered by these are wide ranging and 

respond to the needs of the community and issues we have identified. As the resources are 

accessible online through the Sound Connections website it ensures that anyone can utilise 

them. This provides a consistent, tangible presence for the network. The style and tone of 

the resources has settled as the network has established.  

We are now writing for the widest audience, avoiding assumptions of prior knowledge or 

music specialist knowledge so that those working from beyond the music education sector 

can fully engage. We also ensure that we present information with a fair and un-biased 

viewpoint, however some of our case studies are specifically written from an individual’s 

perspective and so in these instances an opinion is justifiable. 
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The LEYMN conference 

The need for professional development opportunities has been a driver in most of the 

outputs from LEYMN. Developing a skilled and confident workforce that can provide quality 

activity that meets the needs of its participants is at the root of our resources, events and 

project work. The workshop sessions we have instigated from LEYMN are now incorporated 

into the Sound Connections training programme.  

It is the annual conference that has developed the most over the years. The focus on a one-
day event that brings together an inspirational keynote speaker with presentations and case 
studies alongside time to network and catch up is clearly appealing. In recognition of this we 
dedicate more time and energy to programme a day that offers new insights and 
experiences. We want to ensure that our day is unique to others being offered and can draw 
delegates from across the country. 
 

 

The challenge to secure appropriate and appealing venues and keynote speakers on a limited 
budget is tempered with the growing number of supportive partners LEYMN is nurturing.  

 

Apprentice Training Programme 

Our most recent solution to the workforce development challenge has been the creation of 

the LEYMN Apprentice Training Programme. After a pilot year of the LEYMN Apprentice 

Programme, we are now embedding the programme into our next three years of delivery 

through our Youth Music Fund C, work running from 2015 to 2018. However the numbers of 

Apprentices we shall be able to support is reduced due to budget restrictions. We shall 

utilise feedback from the first cohort to improve the programme in years two and three. 

 
“Thank you for an inspirational and informative day! Also great to catch up with colleagues. Exciting 
innovations ahead I'm sure!” 
 
 
“It will remind me why I do what I do; inspire new collaborations from conversations with other 

delegates; think about my organisation’s services, offer to children’s centres to meet their needs, whilst 

keeping our values/practices in tact” 

 

“So good to see you all! Enjoyed all contributions and gained much from Tim's! Great mixture or 
practice and theory, great planning Nicky! How exciting to see so many new faces and young talent! 
CPD / networking / sharing/ collaborating will build our work up and up! I was on my own in Glasgow 
for years in my early days, isolated, starving for colleagues, networks - resilience was needed! So good 
to see things improving.“ 
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A full review of the first year of the scheme can be found on the Resources library at the 

Sound Connection’s website (link in Appendix) 

  

 
“I have a clearer idea of where my journey with my music sessions is heading that will fulfil our 

Early Years Curriculum as well as engaging all children and adults within my setting.” 

 

“You are a great way to keep up to date with what is happening in the EY music world  

and you provide great training days that I will continue to tap into it.” 

 

“I hope I will look back on my time as an apprentice as a solid building block towards becoming an 

early years specialist. I hope I will be able to contribute all I have learned back into the system in 

interesting ways.” 

 

“It would be beneficial to meet the new apprentices and to hear about their knowledge and also 

their challenges.” 

 

“The programme has opened up many doors for me and I'm still absorbing all that I have learned.” 

 

“I have always wanted to offer my work to a charity to provide low cost sessions for hard to reach 

groups… I feel more confident and more able to approach them since completing the programme.” 

 

“I wasn't sure whether to continue with my current work but this has given me the inspiration to 

continue, adapt and better my existing practise” 
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Future  

The awareness of the importance of early years music is growing. 

 

As more strategically important organisations are talking about the issues and possibilities 

there is a growing recognition that changes are needed. Youth Music lists early years as one 

of its priority areas and the Music Education Council has recently established a working 

group dedicated to exploring how to develop and strengthen the sector.   

All of this discussion has resulted in the identification of key areas for more thought and 

development: 

 Increased acknowledgement of important of early years music both within the music 

education sector and beyond 

 Mapping activity to identify gaps in provision (locally, regionally and nationally) 

 Greater assurance of high quality activity 

 Professionalisation of sector 

 Greater range of workforce development and accreditation opportunities 

Alongside these areas LEYMN is keen to explore additional areas in order to develop as a 

network and to inform the debate around early years music: 

 Membership – is the core group fit for purpose? How do we encourage wider 

membership from those working in settings as non-specialists and from other 

cultural sectors. 

 Consultation – embedding more opportunities for the widest membership to share 

their needs, thoughts and ideas.  

 Research into topics such as 

o early years within challenging circumstances  

o baby voice – how do very young children have a voice? 

o role of male specialists 

o use of new technology 

o what role can music play in the school-readiness debate  

 Partnership working – both strategically and at grassroots level  

 Development of early years as part of the Sound Connections consultancy offer 

 

  

“active engagement with making music should start early for the 
greatest benefits to be  realised” Professor Susan Hallam, ‘The 
Power of Music’ 2015 
http://www.mec.org.uk/storage/power%20of%20music.pdf 
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The learning  

 

By reflecting on the journey the network has undertaken, its achievements to date and 

its aspirations for the future we can highlight some key lessons: 

The Model  

 LEYMN has evolved into a model approach to a network and has successfully 

built a genuine community of practice. However, there is still room for growth 

– the work here is not complete. 

 The LEYMN model is being used to shape emerging networks in other areas of 

the country. It will be interesting to monitor what differences other areas 

require to make their networks work. It would be good to learn what new 

techniques LEYMN could adopt to approve its offer. 

 The network needs investment and coordination. It must be able to action its 

plans, turning ideas into reality. With limited budgets ambitious plans can be 

staggered with actions prioritised.  

 It’s only with dedicated personnel supporting LEYMN that the work been 

shaped, delivered, reported on and shared. The capacity needed to start such a 

network from scratch and to maintain levels of awareness in a field growing 

increasingly competitive must not be underestimated.  

 

Incentive 

 There must be a reason for members to engage with a network. The core 

members must feel appreciated and given opportunities to develop their own 

interests and specialisms through the network.  

 A wide ranging offer ensures that there is something for everyone. Our 

network is clear that it is for those starting their careers to those who are 

experts and to those who are non-specialists. We are for practitioners, 

managers and decision makers.  

 Open discussion at meetings and during events are fundamental to providing 

everyone with a voice. Our ethos encourages everyone to share their opinions 

and ideas. We must value even if we might not always agree with what is being 

said. 
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Summary 

Establishing a network needs commitment, finances and a solid reason for being. It needs 

steady support and time for it to grow to become a self-serving community. It needs a mix 

of offers to support its wide ranging membership and it needs to be consistent with its 

messages. 

Our achievements demonstrate how important tangible products, good communications, 

active listening, working in partnership and honest reflection can build a network that 

benefits the broadest range of members.  

LEYMN is making good headway with its ambitions but there is much to do. 

Sound Connections would like to thank our core LEYMN members for their ongoing support, 

unquestioning sharing and good humour. We would also like to thank Youth Music for their 

ongoing funding and support in allowing LEYMN to grow and develop. 

 

My Year as a Sound Connections Apprentice (2014/15) 
 

 What does the new music curriculum in primary schools demand of its teachers? 

 How can I teach composition to 4 year olds? 

 What is Dalcroze? 

 How can I create a space for nursery children to improvise music away from structured music 
sessions? 

 What do my vocal chords look like and how can I best look after them and enjoy singing with 
groups of children week in week out? 

 What are the best vocal warm ups for the under 5s? 

 How much do I lead and how much do I follow the children when running a music session? 
 
All these questions and more were fully answered as my year as a Sound Connections Apprentice flew 
by offering me a wonderful blend of one day training courses from composing and arranging for the 
voice, vocal health to singing songs from around the world; 20 days work shadowing the Wigmore Hall's 
Chamber Tots programme; learning about the Sounds of Intent project based at Roehampton University 
and bouncing ideas around with an experienced mentor.   The highlight of the year was an inspiring 
training day with Wigmore Hall workshop leaders on improvisation and creativity which was lead by a 
National Theatre Director and has informed much of my work since.  By being open, joining in, paying 
travel expenses and creating space in a busy work diary, the apprentice scheme has more than paid for 
itself in providing a rich seam of resources, ideas and experiences which I'm still digesting and weaving 
into my expanding work as a community musician working with the under 5's. 
 
An unexpected bonus was I learned how to use garagaband on an ipad during one of the training days 
which has led to hours of fun writing and recording my own music including some compositions for 
children! Thank you Sound Connections. 

Mary Wilson 
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Appendix 

LEYMN Resources 

Title Published  Type 
A year as an Apprentice February 2016 CS 

Born to Sing and Dance: LEYMN Conference 2014 
 

September 2014 F 

Born to Sing and Dance: Keynote Speech, Colwyn 
Trevarthen 

September 2014 F 

Born to Sing and Dance – Practical Sessions 
 

September 2013 F 

Can music improve vocalising in young children with 
language delay? 
 

May 2014 R 

Case study – Early Years Music-making 
 

April 2010 CS 

Creativity 5x5x5 Conference: Creative Revolution 
 

June 2015 CS 

Does Music Move? 
 

July 2013 R 

Early Years Music Quality Principles July 2015 BP 

Enabling Musical Environments April 2014 BP 

Enabling Young People with Autism: A Music 
Educator’s Toolkit 
 

September 2013 R 

Family Arts Campaign Conference March 2015 CS 

How To…Make Instruments (Part I): Shakers, 
Scrapers, Tappers & Flappers 
 

June 2012 F 

How To…Make Instruments (Part II): Macaroni 
Tambourine 
 

June 2012 F 

How To…Make Instruments (Part III): Bottletop 
Shaker 
 

June 2012 F 

If I am not a specialist, how can I teach music? 
 

April 2015 CS 

Introduction to approaches in early childhood music 
 

December 2015 BP 

Live Music in the Neo Natal Ward 
 

November 2014 CS 

LEYMN at the MERYC conference 
 

August 2013 R 

LEYMN Apprentice Training Programme Pilot Review 
 

July 2015 R 
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LEYMN conference presentation – ‘What’s That 
Noise?’ 

July 2013 R 

LEYMN Evidence Review 
 

April 2015 R 

LEYMN Training Needs Survey Report October 2013 R 

London Early Years Music Network: EYFS Framework 
– A Musical Overview 

June 2012 BP 

Music Educators and Researchers of Young Children 
(MERYC UK) Second Annual Conference 
 

June 2014 CS 

Music in the Early Years: Who, What & Why? 
 

November 2013 BP 

Musical Rumpus: Children freely exploring music 
through specially commissioned performances 
 

July 2013 CS 

Not Wheels On The Bus 
 

December 2014 BP 

Playing Together: encouraging family music-making 
with very young children 
 

June 2012 F 

Sound Foundations: A supported musical curriculum 
for early years settings 
 

September 2013 CS 

Undertaking and completing an MA in Early 
Childhood Music Studies 
 

June 2014 CS 

What’s in your music session? 
 

April 2015 BP 

What’s in your music session? (Table) 
 

April 2015 BP 

What’s That Noise? Recognising and supporting 
young children’s musicality 
 

March 2013 F 

Work In Music: Early Years 
 

April 2011 F 

Working with Diversity: Parental Participation in 
Young Children’s Learning 
 

March 2014 R 

 

BP = Briefing Paper 

CS = Case Study 

F = Film 

R = Report 

 
Music Teacher article on Sound Connections and LEYMN:  

http://www.sound-connections.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/EY-feature-in-Music-Teacher-02-13.pdf 


